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A message in a bottle holds the promise of surprise and wonder, as told in this enthralling picture

book by Caldecott Medalist Erin E. Stead Â  The Uncorker of Ocean Bottles, who lives alone atop a

hill, has a job of the utmost importance. It is his task to open any bottles found at sea and make sure

that the messages are delivered. He loves his job, though he has always wished that, someday, one

of the letters would be addressed to him. One day he opens a party invitationâ€”but thereâ€™s no

name attached. As he devotes himself to the mystery of the intended recipient, he ends up finding

something even more special: the possibility of new friends.
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The Uncorker of Ocean Bottles lives in a small house on a hill near the sea where he watches for

the glint of glass in the waves. It is his job to deliver any messages found in bottles to their rightful

owner. Sometimes that means walking only a short distance and other times he must go on a long

journey to deliver them. He wishes that one day he would find a message in a bottle that is meant

for him, but he never does. One day though, he does find a message with no recipient mentioned. It

is an invitation to a party on the beach. He heads into town and asks person after person if this is

their message, but it doesnâ€™t belong to any of them. He decides he must go to the party to

apologize for not delivering the message to the right person. But what he finds there shows him that



some messages are meant for him after all.Cuevas writes with real poetry in this picture book. Her

prose captures the essence of moments with gorgeous descriptions like, â€œSometimes the

messages were very old, crunchy like leaves in the fall.â€• The book celebrates the connection that

letters bring each of us and takes readers back to a time when messages were written by hand,

even if rarely placed in bottles. It is also a book that speaks to the importance of community and

feeling like you belong, but also the vitality that can be found in taking the first step towards making

that connection.Steadâ€™s illustrations are dreamy with their pastel colors and fine lined details.

Some of them are almost like looking through a keyhole and watching while others encompass the

page. There are pages filled with the water of the sea that show both the difficulty of the job and the

loneliness of it too. Moments looking alone out of a window capture the isolation the Uncorker is

feeling.
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